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Introduction & Rationale of the 2006 WVSU Campus Master Plan 
The West Virginia State University has traditionally taken a proactive position in the creation and 
implementation of Campus Master Plans. To continue this distinctive posture the University has 
selected Silling and Associates to develop the 2006 Campus Master Plan to address the significant 
growth opportunities of the University, the Land Grant Institute and West Virginia State Community 
and Technical College. 

The Master Plan is a result of collaborative effort between campus administrators, faculty, staff, 
students, community and the planners. The planning was lead by the architects with open dialog and 
participation of all constituents encouraged by the West Virginia State University (WVSU). 

The resulting document addresses the growth potential of WVSU constituents, land acquisition 
issues and other vital planning elements within the context of the institution's unique historical 
background and the significant shifts occurring in teaching and learning and campus culture. The 
Master Plan also is responsive to the requirements of the institution's Board of Governors and the 
West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission. 

Although the above rationale for the Master Plan is consistent with the vision and mission of the 
University and within the domain of traditional planning, there is an underlying principle that governs 
the focus of this plan. That is; all of its inspiration and theory is directed towards providing a built 
environment that supports teaching and learning and ultimately- student success. 

The recommendations, planning concepts and space needs are the result of data furnished by the 
University, interviews and surveys of faculty, students and staff and numerous meetings, both one-on
one and in community gatherings. These recommendations are in the form of a series of interrelated 
and continuous projects to be completed over a ten year period. 

Besides the traditional elements of master planning, the 2006 Master Plan calls for the modification of 
existing space to facilitate contemporary teaching and learning processes. Practical and wise use of 
WVSU resources, especially the built environment, is of paramount importance to the fundamental 
concept of this plan. Providing the proper balance between the need of new facilities and the wise 
modification and re-adaptation of existing space is vital not only to the growth of WVSU but to its 
overall fiscal health. 
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Executive Summary 
West Virginia State University is at a defining moment in its respected and evolving history. Within the last decade 
it has achieved university status, reclaimed its former Land Grant classification and has experienced a new vitality in 
the growth of West Virginia State Community and Technical College. Yet WVSU remains the only higher education 
institution of its size in West Virginia to not receive funding for a major building in the last twenty-five years. The 
Erickson Alumni Center was built with external funding. The House Project was funded with a grant. With the 
exception of the addition and renovation of the Student Union and upgrades to the Drain Jordan Library and 
Dawson Hall, there have been no major building projects on the WVSU campus for over a quarter of a century. 
Therefore there is a clear and significant need for both new and revitalized facilities as WVSU strives to meet 
growing academic programs, student services, community out-reach initiatives and other essential elements of its 
institutional mission. These needs are wide ranging and include better learning environments, faculty offices, and 
student study and community space. There is a continuing need for upgrade and expansion of its athletic and 
recreational facilities along with space for community programs. Upgrade to the library, campus infrastructure and 
technology is also vitally important. These documented needs include not only those of the University but also Land 
Grant and the West Virginia Community and Technical College. 

The 2006 Campus Development Plan addresses these essential issues by providing an implementation strategy to 
guide WVSU for the next ten years. The Plan is structured to provide direction while allowing for adjustments as 
WVSU experiences growth and reacts to new opportunities. 

There are two interrelated principles integral to the plan. First. the acknowledgement that there are significant 
changes occurring in teaching and learning and the campus culture. Data from a survey in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education's "School and College" supplement of March I 0-2006 states that 84 % of professors say that high-school 
students are unprepared or only somewhat prepared for college. Developmental courses are becoming the norm 
on many campuses. It is also well documented that research on college student development has shown student 
learning is highly dependent upon engagement. These engagement indicators "Seven Principles for Good Practice in 
Undergraduate Education" (Chickering & Gamson, I 987) are: 

• Student/faculty contact 
• Cooperation among students 
• Active learning 
• Prompt feed back 

Executive Su mmary 
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• Time on task 
• High expectation 
• Respect for diverse talents and ways of learning 

There are also growing social disconnects. Comments of Carla Yanni, Associate Professor of Art History at Rutgers University {April 28 06 
Chronicle "Architecture") states," ... our students sit in cars ... doing homework. eating ... because we have no comfortable place for them to go." 
Other studies indicate that the condition of facilities play a key role as students select where they wish to go to school. It is a major facto r in 
recruiunenc and retention. 

Today's students are also delaying enrollment, becoming more "part-time", working more, technologically astute, more success orientated, and 
bringing learning styles and attitudes different than past generations. 

With these notable facts in mind, the second principle is found dee ply embedded in the planning concepts within this document. That is, the 
design concepts have evolved from a fundamental response to evolving pedagogy and changes in student expectations and characteristics. These 
concepts have also evolved from the unconditional necessity to increase student recruitment and retention and ultimately-student success. 

The 2006 WVSU Campus Development Plan is a flexible and living document that has resulted from intensive interviews, public meetings, 
surveys, observations and research. It has identified specific needs and positioned them in relation to their function on the campus. Zones 
representing different campus functions or areas of activity have been named "Quads" as described in the plan. The original campus gradually 
developed around a formal quadrangle. The term is used in deference to the historic nature of the original planning concept. They are: 

• The Historic Quad 
• Academic Growth Quad 
• Science and Research Quad 
• Academic and Residential Growth Quad 
• Health and Human Performance, Athletics/Recreation Quad 

Within these distinctive but related areas are elements identified as institutional needs. They are priorit.ized by the means of a tiered system. This 
method allows a flexible but controlled strategy for implementation. 

In the interviews with faculty members these telling words sum up both the present situation and the promising future of WVSU. "The university 
has suddenly outgrown itself." The 2006 Campus Development Plan is meant to serve the institution as it continues its respected history of 
innovative service to the community. 
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West Virginia State University Mission Statement 
Founded in 1891 , West Virginia State University is a public, land-grant, historically black university, which has evolved into a fully accessible. 
racially integrated, and multi-generational institution. The University, "a living laboratory of human relations," is a community of students, staff, 
and faculty committed to academic growth, service, and preservation of the racial and cultural diversity of the institution. Our mission is ~o meet 
higher education and economic development needs of the state and region through innovative teaching and applied research. 

The undergraduate education at the University offers comprehensive and distinguished baccalaureate and associate degree programs in business. 
liberal arts, professional studies, sciences, and social sciences. In addition, the University provides opportunities for graduate education. 

West Virginia State University offers encouragement and education through flexible course offerings in traditional classrooms, in non-traditional 
education settings, and through distance learning technologies. With the goal of improving the quality of our students' lives, as well as the quality 
of life for West Virginia's citizens, the University forges mutually beneficial relationships with other educational institutions, businesses, cultural 
organizations, governmental agencies, and agricultural and extension partners. 

The following values guide our decisions and behavior: 
• academic excellence; 
• academic freedom; 
• advancement of knowledge through teaching, research, scholarship, creative endeavor, and community service; 
• a core of student learning that includes effective communication, understanding and analysis of the interconnections of 

knowledge, and responsibility for one's own learning; 
• lifelong growth, development, and achievement of our students; 
• development of human capacities for integrity, compassion, and citizenship; 
• our rich and diverse heritage; 
• personal and professional development of our faculty and staff; and 
• accountability through shared responsibility and continuous improvement. 

West Virginia State University is a vibrant community in which those who work, teach, live, and learn do so in an environment that reflects the 
diversity of America. Our comprehensive campus, which includes the West Virginia State Community and Technical College, provides numerous 
educational opportunities for our students. We take great pride in our accomplishments and envision building upon associate degree programs, 
baccalaureate education, graduate offerings, and excellence in teaching, research, and service. 
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Gus R. Douglass Land-Grant Institute Mission Statement 
The mission of the Gus R. Douglass Land-Grant lnstiwte for Agricultural, Consumer, Environmental, and Outreach Programs is to aid in the 
academic, technological, economic, and social advancement of the State of West Virginia by identifying resources and programs pertinent to the 
progression and dissemination of knowledge and services by way of research, teaching, and extension. 
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West Virginia State Community and Technical College Mission Statement 
Statement of Values: Shared values guide the West Virginia State Community and Technical College in fulfilling its mission. These values influence 
our actions, guide our decisions, mold policies, and determine strategic planning and action. The WVSCTC demonstrates these values th rough a 
commitment to: 

Opportunity - Serving a diverse student population through lifelong learning and student development services that are inclusive, accessible, 
affordable and of the highest quality 

Teaching and Learning - Maintaining teaching excellence and setting high standards that promote and encourage relevant instruction that places 
the learner's needs first and use of a variety of delivery systems to produce lifelong learners. 

The mission of West Virginia State Community and Technical College as an administratively-linked institution to West Virginia State Universi ty 1s 
to provide comprehensive higher education and workforce training programs and services of superior quality that are financially and 
geographically accessible and that meet the individual, business, and community needs of the service district. 

To achieve this mission, the principles that guide the West Virginia State Community and Technical College are: 

• To provide programs and courses of instruction through the associate degree level, encompassing occupational-technical education, 
college transfer education, general education, developmental education, continuing education, and workforce development. 

• To offer a comprehensive program of student development services. 
• To provide a broad range of instructional technologies, methods, materials, facilities, and instructional support services that a 

accommodate students of varied learning styles, backgrounds, interest, and abilities. 
• To create and maintain an educational environment that facilitates learning through a curriculum that broadens perspectives, leads to 

responsible citizenship, and set standards that support the highest level of performance. 
• To serve as an important linkage between secondary education and four year colleges and universities. 
• To enrich our service region by making available resources in people, facilities, libraries, and programming. 
• To take the leadership role in helping shape the future direction of our service region. 
• To enhance economic, cultural, and educational partnerships between the college and the communities in our service region. 
• To be fiscally responsible and accountable 
• To ensure a healthy and safe environment in all campus activities 
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Institutional Stakeholders 
Important changes have been occurring within institutions of higher education over the last two 
decades. These shifts in teaching and learning methods, campus culture, and student expectations and 
demographics are dramatically affecting all areas of campus life--administration, faculty, students, 
registrar, facilities management as well as those in residence and student life. For this to occur in 
ways that are beneficial to all and with minimal internal conflict it is vital to understand the current 
pedagogical viewpoints and operational policy of the institution along with the viewpoints of the 
stakeholders. Once these positions and attitudes have been accurately assessed, the impact of change 
can be determine to assure minimal disruption to the campus community. 

( Key stakeholders must be identified, engaged in the process and become supportive of the planning 
( concepts within this document. This plan considers the main stakeholders to be: 

• Administration 
( • Faculty and Academic deans 

• Residential & Student Life 
• Facilities Management 
• Students 

( 
• Alumni & supporters 
• Neighboring community 

l Key issues in the understanding and implementation of institutional change are: 

• Understanding of individual stakeholders current responsibilities and agendas 
• Relationships with other stakeholders 
• Required shift of philosophy or position necessary due to educational transformation 
• Development of appropriate philosophy to embrace learning-centeredness 
• Impact upon current methods of operation 
• Development of preferred methods of operation to support a learning-centered institution 

Institutional Stake holders 
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Administration 

Without the full support of key administrators and their personally embracing the master plan, 
significant changes called for by the plan will be difficult to accomplish. This charge must be the focus 
and responsibility should begin with the leadership. WYSU has a commendable record of planning 
support in this area. The support of the administrators should provide vision, encouragement and 
empowerment to all stakeholders. 

Academic T earn 

The shift from the instructional paradigm to the learning paradigm, which uses more active learning. 
is gradual and at times controversial. One of the main obstacles to learning-centered initiatives is 
often the uncertainty and insecurity_within the faculty. The reasons for this are numerous and varied. 
As an institution embraces learning-centered principles and begins the necessary changes in teaching 
and learning with the resulting educational, culwral and social implications, it will be necessary to 
provide information and support to faculty members. Questions and challenges to change will also 
come from students, especially those with educationally passive backgrounds, used to primarily 
support the lecture. 

Recommendations: 

• A small group of learning-centered advocates should be appointed by the leadership to 
represent learning-centered interests and provide insight and guidance to planning of educational 
spaces 

• This group of advocates should act as a resource to facilities management and planning 
consultants in any upgrade, renovation or construction of academic space 

• Form a Learning-Teaching Center focused on faculty development 

Facilities Management 

Facilities Management traditionally provides numerous and quite important functions for institutions 
of higher education. These duties are often repetitive, time intensive and require sufficient funding 

Institutional Stakeholders 
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to be effective. Their main charge is the operation, maintenance, condition and improvement of the 
built environment. One of the main responsibilities of Facilities Management is that of classrooms, 
laboratories, and other educational spaces on the campus. A component of this charge is the planning 
and implementation of upgrading of existing and construction of new educational space as the need 
arises. As the university undergoes educational and cultural shifts and as traditional funding resources 
diminish it will become increasingly important for Facilities Management to develop an awareness and 
appreciation of the importance of these transformations and their significant impact upon space. 

Recommendations: 

• The Director of Physical Facilities should establish a written policy that supports the learning
centered strategies and directives of the university 

• Facilities Management should establish a leadership group within its organizational structure 
that has knowledge of the principles of learning-centered initiatives 

• Facilities Management should continue a close and respected relationship with the academic 
learning advocates 

• Criteria for selection of facilities consultants should include familiarity and preferably 
experience with the design of learning-centered spaces 

• Any improvements to space should be viewed as an opportunity to improve the 
learning environment 

Others 

It will be important for all stakeholders to recognize the intimate connection of all campus space as 
vitally important to learning. A true learning-centered campus will promote learning not only in the 
classroom but in all aspects of campus life. 

Institutional Stakeholders 
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Planning History & Institutional Culture 
West Virginia State College, now WVSU, has had several campus master plans in its history. West 
Virginia State University has grown and evolved in its I I 0 plus years of existence from a small land
grant institution for black students to its current status of a university serving regional, national and 
international students. Today, the university is known not only for academic excellence but as a 
model for human relations. While maintaining its heritage as a historically black institution it 
continues to strive to be a model of diversity. Additionally, the campus has a rich history in the 
development of ROTC initiatives, alumni participation and athletic endeavors. 

The most recent 1986 and 1996 plans called for a balanced distribution of activity areas, more 
effective movement of people and vehicles, preservation of existing campus assets such as the well 
established campus green and a better definition of the campus edges. The acquisition of property in 
close proximity to the campus was also recommended as it became available. The Campus Planning 
Enhancement Report of 2002 reaffirmed these principles and also introduced the important issues of 
university status, land-Grant opportunities and the growth of the West Virginia State Community 
and Technical College. The 2006 Campus Master Plan specifically addresses the opportunities and 
challenges from these important elements and their affect upon the campus. This is the first campus 
master plan since becoming a university. 

The two most important design characteristics found within the previous plans are: 

• Well conceived and simple design theories that build upon the successes of previous 
planning concepts. 

• These plans, with a few minor exceptions, have been faithfully implemented by the College 
and now the University throughout its history. 

The institution has undergone a series of significant changes in its long history. A brief history found 
within its documents states: 

West Virginia State University was founded under the provisions of the Second Morrill Act of 1890 
as the West Virginia Colored Institute, one of seventeen land-grant institutions authorized by 
Congress and designated by the states to provide for the education of black citizens in agriculture 
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and the mechanical arts. West Virginia was o ne of the states that maintained segregated educational systems at that time. 

From 1891 to 19 1 S, the original Institute offered the equivalent of a high school education, vocational training, and teacher preparation. In 191 S. 
t he West Virginia Collegiate Institute began to offer college degrees. Under the leadership of President John W. Davis, the academic program 
was expanded and new buildings were constructed, and in 1927, the institution was accredited by the North Central Association; in I 929, it 
became West Virginia State College. Over the next decades, WVSC became recognized as one of the leading public institutions of higher 
education for blacks. 

In 1954, the United States Supreme Court gave its historic decision oudawing school segregation. The consequence of this decision for West 
Virginia State College was a rapid transition from a black college to an integrated institution serving a predominantly white, commuting, and o lder 
student population. This shift in student population and mission occurred in part due to demographics and in part due to efforts made by the 
college administration to reverse a decline in enrollment during the early I 9SO's. Enrollment quadrupled during the following decades. 

Meanwhile, by a decisio n of the West Virginia Board of Education, WVSC was compelled to surrender land-grant status, the only one of the 1890 
institutions to do so. Only after a twelve-year effort by ninth president Dr. Hazo W . Carter. Jr. was the college's land-grant status fully restored , 
in 200 I by act of Congress. 

A community college component was initiated during the I 970's, and at the direction of the state legislature, gained independent accreditation as 
West Virginia State Community and Technical College. Recently, WVSU has been approved to begin offering graduate courses and has received 
university status. 

The first half-century of the history of WVSC epitomizes the long struggle of African-Americans for educational opportunity and political, social, 
and economic equality. While desegregation changed the racial proportions of the student body, faculty. and staff, WVSC still emphasizes the 
diversity of its people and derives important values and elements of its mission from its tradition as a historically black college. 
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I C Ferre ll Hall Ph•scd conversion co 3 combined one cop shop student service ccnc~ •nd 

adm11uscnuon complc>< 

Design Concept. 
• Move first floor •dmonmrac1vc offices to third Aoor upon opcnmg of new 1cud10 cfassrooms Refer co 

Ou•d 4 for new scudlO cl.us1ooms "' th<! proposed residence h•ll 
• Rcloc3tC Su1Jiv3n H.111 3nd W3U3cc H:ill studcm scnncc lunwons (cxccpt for c1'ow dirccfly rcl.,tcd to 
the union and pe<hli)S restdcilCe ltfel to the fine floor of flenNlg H.18 

• Gr.1dually shift rcma1"1"g student scr-vl(cs 10 second floor aft<:< ~dd1oonal studros com!' o" lire 

Esnmated Pro;c<t Con· S2.SOO.OOO 

Tier Two Projects 

2 A Sullivan Hall - Rccl31m Sulltv.lll Hall fo1 m.i.nly 1 cs1dcnoal 1.sc aftc1 most office fi.ncuoos a1 c 1 clouu . .J 
A study of what type of rc-sodcnual units will ~c \C'rvt' the swdcn commw•1cy 1\ 1 c-commendcd 

btom•ced Pro•ect Con SBS0.000 pf'r floor 

2 8 Wallace Hall - This bu~d1ng should be convcl"(cd to .1cJdcmoc sp:ice A floor by floor 1.pgndc would 
gr•du311y proYJdc bcner leamoog erv1ronmc!'lcs w1t•1 faculty offices adi:icent co the cduc>tior sp.,cc Some 

issues to cons1dc..-

• Begm wnh one ftoor 3S a prototype. This would 311ow 3 model to test v:iroous tcachmg arid le:irnmr, 

envtronmcncs and could pl-o.uc Cilp1t.ll 1rvesul1Cflt as 1t 1113)' be ava1Llblc 
• Studies of wh;it dosc1pltncs would best be served in tn1s bu1ld1ng sl.ould be done by the un1vers1ty 
• Ponible moving of Public Safety and Clreer Scrvocc:s to fc:rrell Hall W111 free up more splce for acadc:m:c 

splce 
E\cimated Proiect Cose $700.000 per floor 

2 C Davis Hall • This building should have a ma1or rcoovauon soon Some issues to consider· 

• Ceo tam courses may nc:cd to be moved 1f nc-w fac1lot1es ~1 e connruc\ed Tlus will free- up Sp.lC<.' w1tl11ro 

Davis Hall 
• The lobby areas need expanded 3nd upgraded 
Estimated Proicct Cost $ 4.250.000 
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Planning Goals and Approach 

Goals 
West Virginia State University is the administrative entity for the University and the Land-Grant 
programs. West Virginia State Community and Technical College is administratively linked to WVSU 
and is independently accredited. The update of the campus master plan respects and makes use of 
previous planning efforts as the overall guide for developing planning concepts. The 2006 plan will be 
comprehensive in scope as changes in the past five years are significant. Although the 2006 planning 
concepts will respect previous planning efforts, it is imperative that new and fresh approaches and 
insights be developed to maximize the potential of the institution. While certain parts of the issues 
are not directly a function of planning it is well recognized that the built environment profoundly 
affects learning and the culture of campus constituents. This plan attempts to provide concepts that 
will positively contribute to the overall educational goals of the university. 

Keys to Student Success 

• Assistance with academic deficiencies 
• Providing opportunities for student & faculty interaction 
• A high level of academic challenge 
• Social interaction 
• Active and collaborative learning 
• Timely feedback 
• Adequate time on task 
• Enriching educational and social experiences 

WVSU Planning Objectives 

• Respect the identity and status of West Virginia State University including the land Grant Institute 
and WVSCTC within an effective, seamless and collaborative relationship 
• Use institutional strategic and academic plans; mission and vision statements; and related 
documents as planning guides 
• Capitalize upon the growth and funding potential of the University, land-Grant and WVSCTC 

Planning Goals & Approach 
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• Inquire into and application of effective teaching and learning processes that will increase student 
success 
• Provide opportunities to increase and support developmental skills, socialization, and retention of 
students 
• Provide a variety of housing opportunities and types for current and future students 
• Provide updated athletic and recreational opportunities and facilities 
• Develop an aggressive, effective, and attainable land acquisition plan that will serve the growth 
needs of the institution while respecting the rights and maintaining the good will of the neighboring 
community 
• Provide opportunities that will lessen the existing disconnects between residential and commuter 
students 
• Increase acquisition and upgrade of appropriate technology throughout the learning environment 
Create a logical, implemental plan that provides direction for institutional growth through out ten 
year time period 
• Plan for Student Success 

Planning approach 

The university insisted upon an open planning process. The planners therefore involved a wide range 
of campus stakeholders and obtained input and data from a wide range of campus and community 
members. The main components within the planning process were: 

Data gathering and interim report 

A series of campus visits and interviews with various groups of administrators, educators, staff, 
students and community representatives were held over several weeks. The consultant observations 
of campus life, educational offerings, student activities and operations were recorded. Previous 
planning documents and institutional documents such as the academic plan and missions were 
studied. An Interim Report was then created and submitted for comments. The comments of the 
review committee were incorporated into the Interim Report. This report was used as a resource 
through the planning process and much of its content is reflected within this plan. 

Planning Goals & Approach 
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Concept Development 

Institutional goals and planning objectives aJong with the data collected in the observation 
and interview phase were used to develop concept planning alternatives. These were 
presented to the campus stakeholders in a series of meetings and refined according to 
received comments. A final Preferred Plan was formed out of the discussions. 

Master Plan 

A final Recommended Campus Master Plan was developed from the Preferred Plan to 
express the planning needs over the next ten years and also to reflect long-range 
institutional growth anticipations. 

Planning Goals & Approach 
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The main campus of West Virginia State University, to 
include the WVSU land Grant Institute and West Virginia 
State Community and Technical College is in Institute West 
Virginia. It is situated on a 98 acre site bounded by the 
Kanawha River to the south, West Virginia State Route 25 
and 1-64 to the north. The property to the east is mainly 
residential with a scattering of other uses such as a fire 
station and church. Farther to the east is Shawnee Park, 
presently owned by Kanawha County. The State owned 
Rehabilitation Center forms the west boundary. The site is 
mosdy flat with a small, partially treed ravine running from 
the east of the Student Union through the residential 
neighborhood and then, diminished, to the south between 
the neighborhood and Shawnee Park. West Virginia State 
University Land Grant Institute has a partnership with the 
county to use some of the facilities. 

The drainage from this ravine is directed to the river. The 
river, some IS to 20 feet below the campus level, is 
separated from the campus by a railroad. T raffle on this line 
appears to be infrequent. 

The main campus is accessible by automobile and bus 
primarily from Fairlawn Avenue (Route 25) on the north. 
The university has several off-campus facilities, mainly 
through Land-Grant programs, in downtown Charleston and 
Malden and London, West Virginia. 

Existing Site Conditions & Analysis 

west virginja state university campus plan 
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General Campus Characteristics--Overview 

The campus proper, and particularly the campus core formed by Ferrell hall to the north and Fleming Hall to 
the south, is considered as one of the most attractive spaces in the region. Established planting, with multiple 
oak tree grooves provide numerous pleasant outdoor spaces especially in the main quadrangle, the faculty 
residence area, along with a few lesser areas. The transformation of former vehicular traffic and parking in 
front of the library, Student Union and fine Arts into a pedestrian mall has been most successful. The 
majority of parking is in three areas: to the west of Barron Drive; to the east of the Science Building, Library, 
Student Union, Sullivan Hall and the Fine Arts building; and to the north of Fleming Hall. Smaller pockets of 
parking areas are scattered throughout other areas of the campus. Surveys of both student and faculty 
generally indicate that parking is and issue. However observation of traffic indicates that the distribution of 
parking and areas of activity are not yet compatible. Pedestrian circulation through the main campus is 
mostly effective and convenient with some areas of concern. Theses are mainly where automobile and 
pedestrian traffic. 

Existing Campus Buildings and Site Placement 

The existing buildings present a welcoming environment to users. Most of the older structures have well 
portioned lines and are of brick with stone detailing. The arch is a predominate theme. Most of the newer 
structures, with some deviations, have respected the contextual elements of the original structures. In 
general, most of the campus presents a unified theme. Sullivan Hall, Wallace Hall and the Cole Complex are 
less successful in retaining the previous characteristics of the older structures. Sullivan and Wallace Halls 
present particular scale issues with their heights. 

Overall the main campus of West Virginia State University is well conceived and functional. A major strength 
of the campus is found in its beauty. This is especially true in its original concept of placing buildings around a 
large central quadrangle. The formal design of the first campus model provides a symmetrical and balanced 
arrangement to the campus. This has been respected and improved upon through the years by faithful 
adherence to and implementation of previous master plans. 

Vehicular Systems 

Campus entry: There are two main campus entry point of Route 25. The Barron Street entry is considered 
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to be the main point and has signage that emphasizes the opening. Both entries are congested at certain points in 
the day. Both are in need of redesign to accommodate campus growth. The third access is the emergency road to 
the southeast. This road is not accessible except in emergencies. 

Streets Previous master planning called for the gradual creation of a perimeter road. C urrently Barron Drive 
and Washington Avenue form the main streets for vehicular circulation. These streets are heavily used, especially 
Barron Drive. Vehicular and pedestrian conflicts are frequent due to the proximity of large parking areas. 

Parking The majority of parking is in three areas: to the west of Barron Drive; to the east of the Science 
Building, library, Student Union, Sullivan Hall and the Fine Arts building; and to the north of Fleming Hall. Smaller 
pockets of parking areas are scattered throughout other areas of the campus. Surveys of both student and faculty 
generally indicate that there is a perceived need for additional parking. However, while additional parking will be 
needed to accommodate campus growth, observation of traffic indicates that the distribution of parking and areas 
of activity are not yet in fu ll harmony. 

Pedestrian Syste ms. Pedestrian circulation through the main campus is mostly effective and convenient with 
some areas of concern. Theses are mainly where automobile and pedestrian traffic is still in conflict. 

Pe de strian Malls The mall in the vacated street between the library, student union and Fine Arts Building 
provides a major north-south pedestrian pathway on the east side of campus. It is also successful in providing 
student gathering spaces for both scheduled functions and impromptu meetings. 
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Facilities Conditions and Analysis 
Despite the traditionally small funding levels available for deferred maintenance, the physical facilities of 
the university have been well maintained. General improvements have been made to academic spaces 
in The Cole Complex, Davis Fine Arts Building and some of the areas for Health and Human 
Performance and Athletic Activities. Improvements are also being made to the campus electrical 
systems to improve reliability. Energy improvements, new roofs for some of the buildings, and elevator 
upgrades for Wallace hall are underway. A major expansion and renovation of the student union has 
met with considerable favor to the student population and campus community in general. 

Parking areas have been expanded at Hamblin Hall and additional parking has been provided on Barron 
Drive. There are also general upgrades and improvements to areas of technology, ID cards, phone 
systems and signage. 

Security at WVSU has received accolades for preventive security efforts and good federal reporting. 
Exterior lighting has been recently updated. 

The present inventory of facilities for educationaJ, administrative, residential and social purposes has 
been kept in good condition. While maintenance is an ongoing issue at any institution, the existing 
physical space at WVSU provides a firm foundation for future expansion, renovation and adaptation. 
The site has been keep very good condition and, with a few minor exceptions, provides an established 
base for the future. 

Scheduled educations spaces 

The University has been uniquely successful in maintaining its inventory of building and grounds 
considering the persistent low level of funding available for this purpose. As the institution realizes its 
growth potential found in its university status, Land-Grant programs and Community and Technical 
College mission, there will be a demand for new, renovated and different physical space. Programs will 
not experience their full potential and growth will be stymied if the ability to fund and construct 
appropriate space is not available in a timely manner or, at worse, not possible. 

The general classroom inventory is in need of modernization throughout the campus with the 
possible exception of some of the spaces within the Cole Complex that have been renovated. Furniture 

Facilities Condition & Analysis 
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is older, not sized for some adults, and inflexible. Most of the observed spaces have an excessive amount 
of furniture considering the student count typically scheduled. This inhibits the use of group collaborations 
and team centered projects within the classroom setting. Funding of better, more flexible furnishings to 
gradually replace the outdated inventory should be a high priority. Over the last three years there has 
been a concentration on purchasing classroom furniture and developing new learning spaces. These 
initiatives include a state-of-art nursing complex in Cole Complex, converted classrooms in Sullivan Hall, a 
renewed Davis Fine Arts auditorium. There are also upgrades to spaces in Hamlin Hall and Wallace Hall. 
However, as a university, there is a need to provide additional funding for a wide range of improvements 
to the learning environment. 

Educational support tools such as fixed and portable marker boards and technology are inadequate in 
quality and quantity. Upgrading of these educational tools will greatly improve the educational 
environment. 

Lighting in most areas has little control, either in dimming ability or switching banks of fixtures. Outdoor 
lighting is, in general, good. There is a program for gradual replacement of indoor fixtures with more 
energy efficient devices. Further attention needs to be given to the aesthetics of the new lighting. A recent 
energy grant will help with some lighting changes for Wallace and Ferrell Halls. 

Laboratories in Hamblin Ha ll are acceptable for present use but will experience growing obsolescence 
as individual stations give way to more teaming-oriented pedagogy. 

Faculty offices are generally small and located in areas that inhibit student/faculty interaction. There has 
been a major effort to upgrade older areas of Hill Hall with electrical improvements, and areas of new 
ceilings and carpet. The university is concentrating on providing grater improvements to facility offices. 
Recently property was purchased on Barron Drive to provide meeting space for faculty and faculty 
sponsored honor societies. Future academic buildings will allow the renovation of Wallace Hall to provide 
a new complex of learning spaces and faculty offices. 

Learning space beyond the classroom-these areas are insufficient for student use and hinder the 
ability to extend learning. Hallways vary in size. Some within Ferrell Hall and Wallace Hall are 
sufficiently wide enough to be used not only for circulation, but as extensions of the learning environment. 
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Davis Fine Arts Building is no longer adequate to educationally support the arts, music and 
communications. 

The Cole Complex has some of the newer classroom spaces but is lacking some technology that could 
enhance its programs. There is insufficient space for student study. projects, or socialization. 

There is an overall lack of campus-wide gathering space for students. This is especially true for commuter 
students. 

The Drain-Jordon Library is well used on the first floor due to the popularity of the computers. Other 
spaces seem to have infrequent use by students. It is currently used in the mode of traditional library services. 

Sullivan Hall is becoming dated and the arrangement of the student rooms no longer reflects contemporary 
thinking regarding student housing. 

Fleming Hall is no longer adequate to educationally support health and human performance, recreational use 
and the athletic programs. 

The James C. Wilson University Union provides some of the better spaces on campus. It is an example of 
the popularity of student-oriented places, especially those that have sufficient technology and gathering spaces. 

Hill Hall has been renovated and restored to its original appearance. The total use of the facility for faculty 
offices is dubious as it inhibits faculty/student interaction. 

Gore Hall and Prillerman Hall are older structures that may be too cosdy to renovate. 

Athletic facilities range from poor (see Fleming Hall) to good. The football and track facilities are 
substandard. The baseball and softball fields are in good condition. 
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Faculty interviews, surveys and observations of facility use were part of the data gathering phase. This 
information was instrumental in the development of the planning concepts. 

Composite of key issues from interviews and observations 

Issues of immediate planning impact: 

• land acquisition 
• New and renovated student residences 
• Proposed Land-Grant research building 
• University, land-Grant and West Virginia State Community and Technical College relationships-

operational and land use 
• Study, relaxation, reflection and socialization space for commuter students 
• Space needs--current and future as a response to growth 
• Funding resources for implementation of planning concepts 

Issues in need of clarification: 

• Future educational and operational relationships of the University and WVSCTC as a response to 
growth and state directives 

• Timing program needs of Land-Grant projects 
• Existing WVSU property and potential acquisitions 
• Anticipated changes to the missions of the University and WVSCTC 
• Realistic projections of the possibility of acquiring Shawnee Park and potentially, the available 

space at the Rehabilitation Center 

Issues of probable impact to long-range planning 

• Availability of property for expansion 
• Changes in teaching and learning theory for improved student success 

Facilities Condition & Analysis 
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• local and regional demographics necessary to support growth 
• Competition from peer institutions 
• Increase in master degrees and the possibilities of doctorates 
• Shifts in the attiwdes, learning styles, culwre and expectations of swdents 
• Collaborations with business and industry, and 
• Globalization and increased enrollment of foreign students 

Faculty Learning Environment Survey 

A survey tided "Faculty learning Environment Survey" was completed by over SO faculty members. Most were full time with a very small 
response of adjunct professors. Overviews of the main issues discovered by the survey are: 

• While lecture plays a predominate role in the institutional pedagogy, almost half of those responding use other teaching and learning methods 
more than 50% of the time. There is a wide range of active learning methods including discussion, group projects and student presentations. 

• A very high percentage of responses indicate that faculty is inhibited by the inflexibility of the classrooms. Most (over 90%) say they would 
employ more active learning methods if they could. 

• Most use technology within the classroom. Comments clearly show a great concern for the lack of appropriate technology in the educational 
spaces. A lack of technology "specific to a classroom" was seen as a major flaw. Pushing carts from classroom to classroom also was noted as 
obstructive to the class time. 

• The majority of classrooms that received "ok" comments are in Cole Complex, with a lesser amount for Wallace Hall and Ferrell Hall. A 
wide variety of classrooms received poor marks. There was no discernible pattern to these. 

• There was diversity in the responses regarding classrooms attributes with "comfortable environment" being the most important. 
• Flexibility within the classroom was said to be "somewhat important" to "very important" with "very important" receiving a slighdy higher 

percentage of positive responses. 
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Learning Centered Initiatives and Physical Space 
Higher education is undergoing fundamental changes in teaching and learning and this will intensify as more 
institutions strive to become learning centered. They will, in this transformation, embrace learning as the 
goal and focus of their mission. Much research into the ways students learn including the biological issues 
involved in the construction of knowledge. cultural issues such as Gen Xers and the Net generation, and 
assessment of learning and search for appropriate metrics will continually gain acceptance and increase the 
pace of transformation. As these changes in teaching and learning are increasingly applied in everyday 
classroom situations it becomes clear that the space that once supported lectures as the accepted manner 
to "deliver" education is no longer is sufficient to support active learning. There has been a gradual response 
to these with spaces that are designed to better accommodate active learning. The studio concept, 
comprehensive learning-teaching centers, learning commons, and science facilities are showing sensitivity to 
the increased need for collaboration and engagement within the learning environment. 

When active student engagement turned to collaborative groups and project teams the requisite space 
became increasing complex. Line of sights and acoustical issues became multiple and technology needed to 
also be made available to students rather than remain the exclusive domain of teachers. Flexibility within the 
space, equipment and furnishing became an important deign consideration and the space needed per student 
increased dramatically. 

Aesthetically, there is growing evidence that rich, warm and welcoming spaces can have a profoundly 
positive effect upon student behavior and learning. Observations and surveys indicate that students begin to 
take greater responsibility for their education, assume ownership of the spaces, and develop a sense of 
freedom that can lessens social shyness while promoting greater participation in the learning processes. 

Pockets of the future can be found in various areas. More space is being allocated for educational activities. 
New spatial relationships are being established. Interdisciplinary and team teaching are becoming increasingly 
common. Technology is providing access to information immediately and campus wide. Social spaces are 
imbedded within educational spaces and faculty offices are taking on new dimensions of accessibility. Existing 
space will need to be reconfigured with wiser and broader ways to maximize efficiency. A key component to 
this will be in identifying underutilized spaces as well as spaces that may be adapted to a wide variety of uses 
and incorporating them into the educational fold. This will require reshaping them into multifunctional and 
flexible spaces that will allow them to be used far more efficiently and for purposes beyond their originally 
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intended function. The benefit to colleges and universities will be found in providing practical and 
economically feasible space solutions in a wide spectrum of areas as they implement the learning paradigm. 

Since only about I 0 to 15 % of the space on campus is traditionally scheduled for educational purposes it is 
obvious that there are other spaces in the inventory that can be identified as appropriate for learning. Since 
the cost of reproducing specialized areas in mass quantity will be prohibitive, other ways of providing 
adequate space will be necessary. l earning centered campus designs will be a wise and creative combination 
of many elements. 

• New hybrid spaces created not only for specific needs but to serve as prototypes 
• Identifying and reshaping existing spaces to support learning 
• Curriculum redesign 
• Creative course scheduling and use of educational time 
• Using technology to support and enhance these changes 

While all space on a learning centered campus should be viewed as learning space, more specific 
identification and reshaping of existing space will gready facilitate this transformation. From a practical point 
of view this means that. besides the virtual meeting spaces that will evolve from e-learning; corridors, nooks 
and crannies in residence halls, library space (some of the most underutilized space on campuses) and other 
areas will be reshaped into a vital part of the educational inventory. Virtual space will also be an important 
extension of physical space as a method of expanding the learning environment. especially when physical 
space is not available or appropriate. 
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The Plan 

The 2006 Campus Master Plan for West Virginia State University is comprised of interrelated and harmonized components that focus on the 
visions and missions of the University, the Land Grant Institute and the West Virginia State Community and Technical College. The master plan 
responds to the expected growth projections for the campus and the space needs of the institution. The planning concepts have been developed 
after collection of pertinent data and intensive discussions with numerous campus groups. These concepts take into account the expressed vision, 
existing facility conditions, projected student growth and academic program development and expansions. Consideration was also given to 
student services, housing, athletics and recreational needs. The concepts address the existing campus's ability to accommodate growth in its 
physical facilities and the necessity for expansion of its boundaries. 

Expectations for the future of West Virginia State University are optimistic-and righdy so. University status, Land-Grant classification, mas~er 
degree programs and the expanding programs of the Community and Technical Colleges will permit the University to take advantage of its 
unique potential. This planning document is intended to provide direction and guidance to the University in realization of its goals and aspirations. 

The Campus Development Plan addresses the needs of specific areas or zones of the campus and subdivides projects into a tiered system of 
objectives. The tiers represent a flexible ranking of priorities of projects. This method is meant to provide strategic guidance for logical project 
sequencing. The system is not rigid but structured in response to the needs determined by the data collection phase and subsequent concept 
meetings with representatives of WVSU. These projects can and should move as needs and funding opportunities change. Projects in both Tier 
Two and Three may be dependent upon completion of a Tier One project before implementation. 
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Tier One Objectives - Projects identified as having needs critical to satisfying the planning goals and of immediate benefit to the institution. 
These projects should have a priority in funding endeavors. 

Tier Two Objectives - Projects of importance but less critical to the planning goals. These projects will still have major benefit to the inst:itution 
and should be actively pursued. 

Tier Three Objectives - Projects necessary for sustained campus improvement and growth but with less initial importance. 
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2006 - 2016 West Virginia State University Campus Development Plan 

Main Campus - Principal Planning Elements 

( I. Loop Road, Vehicular and Pedestrian Circulation, Service and Parking 
( 

( 

( 

2. Continue to develop opportunities to create a continuous vehicular loop road with expanded pedestrian ways 
and parking 

3. Reinforce Campus Entry Gateways 

4. Improve Vehicular Entrances to the Campus 

( 5. Acquire property for campus expansion as it becomes available 
( 

( 6. Expand and redefine the campus land use zones 

7. Construct additional facilities to respond to growth and space needs 

8. Create opportunities to develop a twin West Pedestrian Mall at Barron Drive 

9. Reinforce existing green spaces and create new landscape areas 

I 0. Encourage development of campus oriented off-campus facilities on adjoining properties 

I I. Reorganize existing facilities to provide more efficient space for learning and student services 
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The Site 

Recommendations 

This plan strongly recommends that a comprehensive vehicular and parking study be done to provide guidelines for development of future 
roadways, parking and service areas. 

Campus Entrances 

A series of graduaJ improvements to the intersection of Washington Street and Route 27 should lead to a permanent East Gateway to WVSU. 
These improvements should widen the roadways and provide turning lanes. Adequate signage and lighting will be an important issue for gree ting 
people, providing direction and presenting an appropriate image. The current campus entry at Barrow Drive should remain until the acquisition 
of property to the west allows the main campus roadway to be relocated. A new campus entry should be constructed at this point to provide a 
permanent West Gateway. Well planned landscaping, signage and lighting will be important for proper function and projecting the image to all 
using this portal. 

Vehicular Systems 

The establishment of a permanent campus loop road through a series of planned projects will provide the main path for the majority of campus 
vehicles. All parking areas, smaller service roads, and drop-off zones should be served by this road. This road should not permit parking along its 
width but have all parking area separated by a planted divider. 

Parking 

Previous efforts to provide adequate parking by paving acquired property have served well to date. It is recommended that this method be 
gradually phased out and a vehicular and parking study will be the guide for all future parking. Providing a better balance of land use as 
recommended by this plan will help with the present perception of inadequate parking areas. As land is acquired to the west, this area will serve 
well for parking for future buildings on this side of campus. The figure shows potential parking areas that may be developed to serve new 
projects. 

Pedestrian Mall 

Barron Drive should gradually be converted to a pedestr ian mall similar to the mall on the east side of campus. 
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The Built Environment 

Comments 

Early campus photos and drawings show a gradual evolution to the present form of WVSU. Its strong 
formal quadrangle is reinforced by the anchors of Ferrell Hall and Fleming Hall. The other buildings of 
Prillerman, Dawson, Hill and Gore Halls successfully complete the edges of this major campus 
feature. The architecture over the years has, with a few minor exceptions, maintained a constant 
theme of materials, scale and shapes. 

Recommendations 

While it is important not to suppress creative approaches in the conceptualization of new projects, 
designers are still urged to be respectful to the historical heritage of the university and the design 
elements and materials previously used. Study of the existing fabric of the built environment with its 
human scale, use of brick and stone, thematic use of the arch and element of transparency in the 
windows should be the beginning of any new project. Outdoor relationships, especially those formed 
by patios, landscaped areas and courts should be viewed not only as a design occasion but an 
opportunity to provide an exterior learning environment. 

Campus Development Plan 
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Quadrangle I 
The H1sw11c. Qu.1d 

I C Ferrell Hall - f'h3sed conversoon to 3 combined one-top-shop studenr service Cl!n!Cf" :tnd 

2dm1ms1r.mon complex. 

Design Concept-
• Move first floor admin1stra11ve offices to third floor upol' open'"g of new scud10 cfanrooms Refer· to 
QU3d 4 for new studio classrooms on t"c pr oposcd rcstdence h3n 
• Rclootc Sulhvan Hlll 3nd Wallace H3U student sel"VICe functions tel(Cept lor chose d1r«dy rcl:ned to 
the umon and pertups residence hf cl 10 tl"1 fu Sl floor of Flcmrng I-till 
• Gradually shrft rcm2m111g student se.-voces to s.econd floor •ftcr 1dd1tion•I stud•os come Oil "'·· ~ 
Es(ll'Nted Pro;cct Cost $2.500.000 

Tier Two Projects 

2 A Sullivan Hall · Rcdaun Su!hv;m Hall for numly 1cs1denuJ! use aflC1 mosl offtec funrnons at c relocau:d 
A nudy of whal type of rcs1dcntial unils wdl bcn •<'~ t"c student commun1cy 1\ rccommcndC'd 

Esom;ned Pro;ccr Con· $850.000 ~r floor 

2 8 Wallace Hall - This build1re should be converted co ac;idcm1c space A floor by floor 11pgrlde would 
gr3duJlly provide beucr lcJrnmg eov1ronme'llS w1d1 facuky offices 1d1Jcent to the educauon space Some 

1nucs to consider 

• Begin with one Aoor as a prototype. This would allow a model to test various tc.,chmg and learning 

e<ivironmcnts and could phne cap11-1l invc:scmcnt .u 1c •nJy be available. 
• Studies of wh.lt d1sc1phnes would bc5t be served 111 this building should be done by the u111vcrs1ty 
• Possible moving of Public Safety and Cariier Services to Ferrell Hall will free up more space for academic 

sp.tce 
Estimned Pro1cct Cose· $700.000 per floor 

2 C Davis Hall - This building should hove a m.1jor renovation soon Some 1swcs to consider· 

• Ccrum courses may need to be moved rf new faeolrues trc constructed Th" will free up sp;icc w1tl•r> 

Davis Hall 
•The lobby areas need expanded and upgraded . 
Esumatcd Pro1cct Cost $4.2SO.OOO 
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Quadrangle 2 
Ac,\dcm1c Growtb Quad 

.... • i: .... 
A good portion of this Qtgd is presendy occupied by a large complex of buildings used by the West 
VirgjllA Rehabiliauon Center. There has bffn a ~ decline ui services offered at this location leaving 
space <Nt may be used for other purposes. Recent discussions between me Rehabtlicauon Center and 
WVSU indicate mat opportunities exist for a mutually beneficial alliance. Also. me expanding m isslOfl and 
programs in the Uiwenity. West Virgmia Scace Community a.nd Technical College and the WVSU Land Grant 
lnsuwte show numerous simibnties. especially in the uea of allied health and nutrition. where cooperauvc 
relationships rmy be formed. The master plan recommends that these dblogues continue to be explored 
and the bnd and rts facilities are considered a s.gnrftcant opponunity for future onsntuuonal groWl:h. 

Project lmplemenauon Strategy Recommendauons 

Tier One Projects 

I A Tne Unrversrty should conduct an on-house study to determr'le the potenual for shared programs 
and facolrues within the current and prospec:trve roealth related progr.tll's 

I B The Uorversoty should have a study of the Exosung Relub1lic..t1on Ceoter f.mliaes to determine their 

potential and best use 

IC Unoccupied space within the Rehaboltuuon Center be used for expansion of current needs of the 
West Virginia State Community and Techniul College. WVSU Land Grant outre<tch programs 
and U'lrve!'11ty HHP and either Business or Cnmonal Justice classes 

I D Portions of the land be used for extension of panong for Quad 4 praiect. 

Tier Two Projects 

2 A The constructlOn of a new WVSU Land Grant outreach Nutnuon and Health facohty 

Esnll'ated Protect CosL $1.400.000 

2 B The construction of a new academic fac1hty responding to special needs of the West V1rg1no;i State 
Community and TechnKal College workforce development and alhed heotlth prognms. 
EstlfT'ated Project Cost $9.S00.000 
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Quadrangle 3 
\r1cncc & Rc'iC'Jrch Qu;id 

Thh Quad \hould see srgmfoont growtl• over the next le~ y~,rs Proiects iteneruc:d by opporturwtK'S ro om 
rhe L•nd Gn.nt lnson.te in res"lrch w1• oot only require ldd•tiol\ll hciloties bt.r also 1n<reast' th<- "Cl'<h for 

undergraduate scicn<c programs 

Pro1cct Implementation Strncsr Rccommcndauons 

Tier One Pro1ects 

I A New und Gr.int Resurch Ac.tdemte Bu~dmg 
Estimated Pro1ect Cost. Sl'l.000.000 

I 8 land acquosmon as oppo1 turucoes .insc 

Tier Two Projects 

2 A New SclCl'Ct' and Mltfit'm.ltlc budding to complement Hamltn H>ll 

&unutcd Pro1cct Cost. SI t.000.000 

Tier Three Projects 

3 A Exp.in~" or the Dnon-jordan L1b1 .try for &raduatc and research pr<>)?r.tms 

3 8 Coeauon ol P.tthways through the ravme area to conne<t the nwn umpus with Sh.iwnce Park 

)C Upgr.ide of the C.tmpus GMCW;l)' entry >t Washmgtor Street 
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Quadrangle 4 
Atadem1c & Res1dennal Growth Q 

~ umpus mut~ plan recom~s the use of eWtSung un1YerS1ty ~ to provide addmorol and 
bcm:r housing for students along w11h audcm1c use This area will provide an opportunity for WVSU to 
est<abhsh conccmpo1 Jry residential unm along wich lcammg environments chat better faohcace student 

le."nmg. 

Pro1ect lmplemcntJtton Strategy Rccommcndluons 

Tier One Projects 

I A Consrn1cuon of• new fac~tty chat provtdc\ • mhccurc ol ho4mng t•prrox1ma1C'ly 100 ro 7SO bl'cs) 
with a cemer that suppo11S siudenc access co drg1ul mformauon and study. 1eanung and pro1ec1 areas w1ch 
a 50<1al seumg Th" new butldmg should also conta111 6 to 8 .iudio chs,rooms wr1h • gCf'('t'al C.lpa<1ty nl 
1S ro a maximum of JS sations 
Esttmatcd Pro;cct Con. StO.S00.000 

I 8 8u1ld1ng of park1~g areas f<>< new f.tc1l1Cl\;S 

I C Acqwsmon of Lmd as it becomes av.ltlablc 

Tier Two Projeccs 

2 A Construction of a new academic center to provide addiuon;il eduouonal space lot growth 

Esomned Proiecc Cost. S22.000.000 

2 8 Construction a new Campus Gateway cncry at the ex1song West Vtrf.1nt3 Rehab1hut1on Center u 
land becomes .wa1labte 

2 C Upg1 ade of Rehab roJd co evcncualty become t"e western pa• t of the Campus Loop Rood 

Tier Three Projects 

) A Gradual convcr;1on o f S.irro" Dravc co a ~st Pcdcscraan Mall 
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Quadrangle 5 
Atll" c t•cs. R.cr II o< 1-I 

-
• - -

I 

The 2006 Master Pliin recommends thlll the con$tl'Uction ol the proposed new Mult.1-Purpose Academic 
& Athletic Facility remllin a priority. This pbn reaffirms me loatJOO to the soum ol Fleming Hiill u the 
most appropriate. Upgrading of Fleming Hall is iilso important as well as provtdiog upgraded facihues for 
Health and Human Perform;mce. 

Projects lmplemenacion Stntegy Recommendations 

Tier One Projects 

I A Funding and Consuucuon d the Multi-Purpose AcademK & Athletic fac1hty 
Esunute<l Project Cost: SI 2.000.000 

Tier Two Projects 

2 A Upgrading of Health and Human Perfornunce academic space by either a cooperauve vemure w11h 

other campus consutuencies or construet>On of a new building specific for its needs 

2 B Upgrading of Fleming Hall 

2 C Funding and Construction of the Audemic & Community Aquatic Center 

2 D Upgrading of the Football Stadium 

2 E Upgrading of the other athletic fields 

2 F Improvement of parking to sustain :ldd1tional traffic. 

Tier Three Projects 

l A Study and possible removal or reloaoon of~ certain portton of the faculty housing 

l B Gr.idual improvement of the r~dway to become a pennanent Campus Loop Road 

l C Study and improvement of the river as a resource to serve the campus recreauonal needs and 

research opporwn11.1es 
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